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Introduction 
Abstract
We prove that decision trees exhibit the approximate ngerprint
property and therefore are not polynomially learnable using only
equivalence queries A slight modication of the proof extends this result
to several other representation classes of boolean concepts which have been
studied in computational learning theory
  Introduction
Exact learning via queries is a wellstudied model in computational learning
Of the many kinds of queries considered by Angluin Ang membership and
equivalence queries have established themselves as the standard combination to
be used for exact learning
Some results that characterize learnability with a polynomial number of
polynomially sized queries are known For example Angluin Ang showed
that the presence of the approximate ngerprint property for a concept class
is a su	cient condition for nonlearnability with equivalence queries alone
Using this characterization Angluin showed that equivalence queries do not
su	ce for learning deterministic or nondeterministic 
nite automata context
free grammars or general CNF or DNF formulas Later on Gavalda Gav
proved this property to be not only su	cient but also a necessary condition On
the other hand Goldman and Kearns GK showed that if a concept class
is learnable with a polynomial number of membership queries alone then it
has polynomial teaching dimension Moreover the converse holds provided the
concept class is projection closed as shown by Hellerstein et al HPRW
Finally it is known HPRW that a concept class is learnable with a
polynomial number of equivalence and membership queries if and only if that
class has polynomial certicates
Decision trees are a popular representation of boolean functions which form
the basic inference engine used in many machine learning programs The
learnability of decision trees has been wellstudied in the learning theory
community For example it is known Han that  decision trees are exactly
learnable with equivalence and membership queries but neither type of query
alone su	ces for polynomial learning Bshouty Bsh has shown that general
decision trees are learnable with extended equivalence queries the hypotheses
used are depththree formulas and membership queries It is not known
whether general decision trees are learnable with proper equivalence queries
and membership queries nor is it known whether decision trees are properly
PAClearnable with or without membership queries
In this paper we focus on showing the presence of the approximate 
ngerprint
property for some representation classes of boolean concepts thereby showing
that they are not exactly learnable with equivalence queries alone In particular
we show that general decision trees CDNF formulas selfdual DNF formulas
lognDNF   lognCNF formulas and logndepth branching programs are all
not exactly learnable with equivalence queries alone These results complement
the known learnability results for these classes
Preliminaries 
 Preliminaries
We use standard terminology in learning theory See Ang for more detailed
descriptions of the learning model and a formalization of concept classes
representation classes examples etc
We consider learning algorithms that make equivalence queries to a teacher
The teacher answers the queries according to a target concept c  C More
precisely a query is a representation r  R of some concept in C and the
answer is either YES if the concept represented by r coincides with c or a
counterexample in the symmetric dierence of c and the concept associated to
r otherwise
We are interested in boolean concepts or in other words functions de
ned over
a 
nite set of variables fx
 
     x
n
g The classes of representations we consider
here are the following
 DT Decision Trees A decision tree d is a binary tree where the leaves
are labeled either  or  and each internal node is labeled with a variable
Given an assignment   f g
n
 d is evaluated by starting at the
root and iteratively applying the following rule until a leaf is reached let
the variable at the current node be x
i
 if the value of  at position i is
 then branch right otherwise branch left If the leaf reached is labeled
 resp  then d  FALSE resp TRUE The size of a decision
tree is its number of leaves The decisiontree size DT size of a boolean
function f is the size of the smallest decision tree that can represent f 
 CDNF A CDNF formula is a pair f g where f is a DNF formula and
g is a CNF formula and f  g It is convenient to de
ne the size of such
a formula as maxfnm pg where n is the number of variables over which
the formulas f and g are de
ned m is the number of terms in f  and q is
the number of clauses in g The CDNFsize of a boolean function is the
size of the smallest CDNF formula that can represent it
Equivalent but slightly dierent de
nitions of CDNF formulas and their
sizes can be found in Bsh and HPRW In Bsh it is
shown that CDNF formulas can be exactly learned in polynomial time
with extended equivalence queries of depth formulas and membership
queries In HPRW it is shown that CDNF formulas are polynomial
query learnable with proper equivalence queries and membership queries
Here we show that this latter result is tight we show that proper
equivalence queries alone do not su	ce for polynomialquery learnability
 SelfDual DNF SelfDual CNF A DNF CNF formula f is selfdual if
f  f for all   f g
n
 where  is the bitwise complement of 
 lognDNF   lognCNF This class contains the functions representable
both as DNF formulas whose terms have at most logn literals and CNF
formulas whose clauses have at most logn literals For our purposes we
consider a representation in this class to be a pair f g where f is a
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lognDNF formula and g is a lognCNF formula The size of such a pair
is the same as its CDNF size
There are several results in learning theory about this interesting
class Notice that this class contains the class of logndepth decision
trees shown to be exactly learnable in polynomial time KM with
membership queries The output of the learning algorithm is not a logn
depth decision tree but a representation based on Fourier coe	cients
In BCKT it was shown that lognDNF   lognCNF is learnable
with membership queries and an NPoracle in a representation of depth
boolean formulas Finally in HPRW it was shown that this class is
properly learnable with membership queries and an oracle for NP   co
NP It is open whether this class is properly learnable with membership
queries alone in polynomial time Here we show that the class is not
polynomialquery learnable with equivalence queries alone
 BP Branching programs A branching program is a directed acyclic
graph with a unique node of indegree  called the root and two nodes
of outdegree  called leaves  one labeled  and the other labeled 
each nonleaf node of the graph contains a variable and has outdegree
exactly two Assignments are evaluated following the same rule as for
decision trees
A branching program is in the class logndepth BP if its longest path has
length at most logn The size of a branching program is the number of
nodes in it
General branching programs are known to be not learnable with equivalence
and membership queries See Wil for a detailed study of subclasses of
branching programs according to learnability In HPRW it is shown
that the subclass of logndepth branching programs is properly learnable with
membership queries and an oracle for NP   coNPit is open whether the
oracle can be dispensed with Here we show that the class is not polynomial
query learnable with equivalence queries alone
 Approximate Fingerprints
We recall the following de
nitions from Ang Gav Let C denote a class
of concepts de
ned over an instance space of 
 
where  is a 
nite alphabet
R a representation class for C w a string from 
 
 b an element of f g and
   a real number We say that the pair hw bi is an approximate ngerprint
with respect to C if
jfc  C  
c
w  bgj  jCj
That is the number of concepts in C that agree with the classi
cation b of w is
strictly less than the fraction  of the total number of concepts in C
The Results 
A sequence of concept classes is a sequence C
 
 C

 C

  such that each C
i
is a class of concepts Such a sequence is polynomially bounded with respect
to a given representation R if there exists a polynomial pn such that for all
c  C
n
 there is a representation r  R such that cr  c and jrj  pn
A representation of concepts R is said to have the approximate fingerprint
property if there exists a polynomially bounded sequence of concept classes
T
 
 T

 T

  and a polynomial pn such that for any polynomial qn for
in
nitely many n T
n
contains at least two concepts and if r  R and jrj  qn
then there exists a string w  
 
of length at most pn such that hw 
cr
wi
is a qnapproximate 
ngerprint with respect to T
n
 That is
jfc  T
n
 
c
w  
cr
wgj  jT
n
jqn
where cr is the concept associated to r
Notice that since we are dealing with boolean concepts de
ned over n variables
the polynomial pn that bounds the length of the words can be set to n The
notion of approximate
ngerprints was introduced as a means of proving non
learnability of certain classes in the equivalence model Namely
Theorem  Ang
Let R be a representation class of concepts with the approximate ngerprint
property	 Then there is no algorithm for exact identication of R using
polynomially many equivalence queries of polynomial size	
 The Results
Our results for all the classes considered here use the same central idea We

rst illustrate the technique for the class DT of decision trees
In order to prove approximate 
ngerprints for DT we need the following lemma
Lemma 	 Let k   be some xed constant	 If d is a decision tree of size at
most n
k
 over n variables
 then there exists an assignment  such that either
a  contains at most k logn s and d  
 or
b  contains at most k logn s and d  	
Proof  Since each of the 
n
assignments reaches some leaf of d after being
evaluated and d has at most n
k
leaves d must have a path p of length at most
logn
k
  k logn The assignment  can be constructed by satisfying p 
rst and
then 
lling the rest of the positions with s or s as necessary
Theorem  The class DT has approximate ngerprints	
The Results 
Proof  Let T
n
be the target class of functions that represent the majority of
logn variables chosen out of n variables Clearly jT
n
j 
 
n
logn

 and the DT size
of each function in T
n
is at most n Therefore it su	ces to show that for any

xed constant k and for in
nitely many n and any DT d of size at most n
k

the assignment  whose existence is guaranteed by the Lemma  satis
es the
property that fewer than jT
n
jn
k
of the the functions in T
n
classify  the same
way as d
Without loss of generality assume that logn is an even integer This avoids
oors and ceilings The number of functions in T
n
that accept reject an
assignment with k logn s respectively s is
logn
X
p
logn


k logn
p

n  k logn
logn  p


Using n
k
as an upperbound for
 
k logn
p

this sum turns out to be less than
n
k
logn

X
p	

n k logn
p


which is less than
n
k
 
logn



n k logn
logn


 rn
Now
rn
jT
n
j
can be shown to be less than
n
k
 
logn

logn
log n

n  logn  
log n


which is less than n
k
for n  
ck
 where c is some constant
We now show that the remaining classes considered here have approximate

ngerprints
Corollary  The following classes have approximate ngerprints
	 CDNF Formulas
	 SelfDual DNF Formulas and SelfDual CNF Formulas	
	 lognDNF   lognCNF
	 logndepth BP
Proof  The proof follows easily if we 
rst use the following statements for each
of the above classes instead of Lemma 
Let k   be some 
xed constant
REFERENCES 
 For every CDNF formula h  f g over n variables
 of size at most n
k


there exists an assignment  that either a contains at most k logn
s and h  
 or b contains at most k logn s and h  	
To see this note that the DNF formula f g has at most  n
k
terms and
is identically true ie it accepts all 
n
assignments Consequently such
a formula must have a term t that accepts at least

n
n
k
assignments
whence the length of t is at most k logn The assignment  can
now be constructed by satisfying the literals in t and then padding the
remaining variables with s or s according to whether t is a term in f
or corresponds to a clause in g respectively
 For every selfdual DNF formula f of at most n
k
terms over n variables

there exists an assignment  that either a contains at most k logn
s and f  
 or b contains at most k logn s and f  	
Let 	 f denote the DNF formula obtained from f by complementing every
literal in every term of f  Then by the de
nition of selfdual formulas
it follows that 	 f  f  Therefore f 	 f is identically true and the
existence of  is proved in an identical manner to that of CDNF formula
h above
Note that an analogous statement holds for selfdual CNF formulas
 For every lognDNF   lognCNF formula f of size at most n
k

 there
exists an assignment  that either a contains at most logn s and
f  
 or b contains at most logn s and f  	
This is obvious
 For every logndepth BP h of size at most n
k
over n variables
 there
exists an assignment  that either a contains at most k logn s and
h  
 or b contains at most k logn s and h  	
This follows along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 
With this change the proof of Theorem  can be used with very slight
modi
cations to show that all of these classes have approximate 
ngerprints
In particular the target class T
n
remains the same for all the classes and each
function in T
n
has a representation of size at most n in each of these classes
A 
nal note Since the target class de
ned in Theorem  is monotone the
monotone versions of all the classes mentioned above including DT also
have approximate 
ngerprints and are therefore not learnable with equivalence
queries alone
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